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CampaigningYale Instuctor Scholastic
To Speak On Aid Program

Average Climbs
Brownell, QED Lead List

Dr. Allan E. Samuel, Greek and Ancient History instructor at
Yale University, and announced candidate for Connecticut's Congressman-at-large nomination from the Democratic party, will speak FEB, 24—One hundred and and 42 seniors. Twenty-one men registered for second semester:
at a "Political Science Club meeting, Tuesday.. Dr. Samuel will discuss
attained an average of 90 or
freshmen, 264 sophomores,
federal aid to education and National Defense Loans in the Wash nineteen students attained Dean's more. Highest individual averages 265
232 juniors, 215 seniors, 4 fifth
j List average of 85 or better durington Room at 7:15 p.m.
year engineering students atid
ing the Christmas term according were achieved by sophomore Wil1
to figures released today by the son H. Taylor and freshman E 3 special students. Resident stuWilliam Cliapin who tied with a dents will number 832 for the
college.
Trinity Term, while, 151 students
Q.E.D. retained fh'st p l a c e mark of 94.S.
among the fraternities for the A total of 983 day students have will be living off campus.
third consecutive semester with
an average of 80.39. However, the
Brownell Club with an 82.63 average, capped college honors.
Delta Phi took second place
among the fraternities with 79.38,
followed by Pi Kappa Alpha;
Si Zentner, the top twist trom-land his •orchestra and by the FaO79.26; Theat Xi, 78.83; Alpha Qhi bonist
who has risen meteorically
Ro, 78.39; Phi Kappa Psi, 78.04; to popularity the past year, will outs.
Delta Kappa Epsilon, 77.03; Sig- land his rocketing orchestra' at Zentner's musical background
ma Uu, 76.73; Phi Epsilon, 76.45; Trinity College next Friday for neludes experience with such ailDelta Psi, 76.20; Alpha Delta Phi, the Junior Prom. His recent -re- Irne greats as Jimmy Dorsey,
James, and Les Brown. He
75.97.
cordings "Up a Lazy River Twist'* -Iarry
layed lead t r o m b o n e with.
an "Nice an Easy Twist" have >rown's
Over-all Average Rises
"Band of Renown" for
The over-all college semester av- helped to propel him to among the hree years.
jerage rose to 76.99 from the top exponents of the new dance
Violin To Trombone
j 76.05 of a year ago. A breakdown craze.
Si
Zentner
began his career as
of the Dean's List shows 21 fresh- Music will also be rendered at
violinist at Thomas Jefferson
men, 26 sophomores, 30 juniors, the prom by Paul Landerman High
School in Brooklyn, where
e later became concertm'aster.
It he had proceeded in the same
direction as that which first attracted him, it is conceivable that
today he might resemble Jascha.
Heifetz rather than a moderate
1
Ray Clfarles.
DR. ALLAN E. SAMUELS
But fortunately for the Junior
Aspiring lor the candidacy of Congressman-at-large, Dr. Samue
man told him: "Well, I'd serve Prorri
BY JACK CHATFIKUD
and twist tans, he began
is involved in one of the hottest political campaigns in recent Con Stone Coxhead, Chairman of the you i£ you weren't with thosi switching to other instruments and
necticut history. The present incumbent in the Congressman-at- recently disinterred Committee niggers."
eventually chose the trombone.
large seat is Frank Kowalski, who is now shooting for the Demo- Organized to Defend Equality,
Citizens Invasive
He formed his first dance orchescratic Senatorial nomination. He is opposed by Health, Education am sank his teeth into the racial prob
The proprietors, Coxhead saic tra while still in high school.
Welfare Secretary Abraham RiMcoff.
lem this weekend when.. he join- were evasive when asked que;
Zentner won a Philharmonic
There is speculation that if Kowalski does not receive the Sena ed 150 other demonstrators on tions, and merely repeated "Ge scholarship from the Guggenheim
Maryland's
Eastern
Shore
-for
an
out", or threatened to c a 11 th Foundation after six months oi
torial nomination, he will accept the Congrossman-at-large. berth.
However, Dr. Samuel has said that he is in politics for "keeps," and afternoon of picketing and an police. There was no violence o practice which enabled him to rehis candidacy is not just a "holding operation" in case Kowalski doe; evening with a small town Negro my sort, either while the student ceive special instruction from the .,
were inside the restaurants, ot first trombonist with the Philnot get the Senatorial nomination. ~Dr. Samuel has already acquired community,
Coxhead was one of a number while they picketed outside after harmonic Orchestra, BOJ heY i'a-''
the Cheshire and Hamden Town committee endorsements.
being refused servipe, Coxhead mained ia sshow busfitj^Ss,
sfgfrirtg ,
j^
Dr. Samuel fully supports President Kennedy's plans for aid" to o£ Central Connecticut area stu- reported.
with Liberty BeeorqS.
BeeorqS
q 9«d peing
education, medical care for the aged, and the new Tariff program, dents who left New Haven early
featured
onfljpnys
di&csTwith sudtt
tur
flpnys,s, di&csT
In the last few months, he has been touring the state speaking to Saturday for Easton Md. where Coxhead reported tjvat
they joined students from the> movie theatre w#§' ti,
C
t
a Di
starsas
Dinah Short, B
Biag' Crosvarious groups on these" proposals.
Boston
andBaltimore
areas
at
y, Frank 'Sinatra and Gordon
He holds Masters and Doctorate degrees from Yale,
the Bethel Baptist C h u r c h , a
MacRae. He is also known for
The Political Science Club of the University of Hartford and colored church in Eastpn.
' "
and other Negro .singers on is emphasis on "truely danoagroups from Hartford College have been invited to attend the meet The weekend demonstrations er
he billboards, Negroes, he said, ble ' music as well as the twist,
ing. Dr. Samuel will answer questions afterwards.
were part of the three month old are confined to the balcony in the The University of ConnjoUc'it
"Operation Baltimore", begun by heatre, so the demonstrators at- las previously played h o s t to
Baltimore's Civic Interest Group
'entner.
(Continued on Page 3)
The entire student body is inin November, and which moved
f r o m Baltimore to Maryland's
vited to witness the election of
Eastern Shore in December as a
the officers of the new senate,
result of what the gtoup felt was
10 P.m. tonight in Wean
weak civil rights legislation" proFEB.
25—Dr.
Glenn
Weaver
Lounge. Arthur McNulty will has been promoted to Associate posed by the State at that time.
present the gavel to the new Professor of History effective This Saturday's demonstrations
president. Refreshments will be September 1962, President Jacob; coincided with the calling of a
special legislative s e s s i o n by
served at 11 p.m.
announced today.
Maryland's Governo.r. Tawes. The
Dr. Weaver, who joined the fac- session will deal with the formuulty as an Assistant Professor in lation of public accommodations
1957, has published several works bill. Two have been proposed, and
dealing with his "specialities"— neither appear strong enough to
Colonial America and American thwart CIG protests.
Church History.
Rotation Method.
He has written book reviews
FEB. 62--Dr, Guslave W. An- for the Hartford Couronit, the According to Coxhoad, the demonstrators broke into small groups
drian will deliver his inaugural Cesare Barbieri Courier, the of 6 or 7 and demonstrated in
address as Professor of Modern Maryland Historical Magazine iaston and on nearby Route 50.
Languages tomorrow at & p.m. iti and the William itnd Mary Quar- Strategy i n v o l v e s hitting one
Wean Lounge. He will speak on terly. At present he is writing a estaurant more than once, and
>ach time by a different group.
"Foreign Language and Litera- history of Trinity College.
Dr. Weaver previously taught Rotation is necessitated by the
ture in the Liberal Curriculum." at Lehigb University, Yale Uni- fact that, once a pecson has been
, Dr. Andrian, who was promoted versity, Albany State Teachers .old "never to come back" his
1JO Associate Professor in 1961, College, Connecticut College for return to the same privately ownestablishment warrants police
has been teaching at Trinity since Women and at Catawba College, ed
a r r e s t . Coxhoad said that his
1946. Previously he taught French irom where he was graduated in group picketed until relieved by
£nd Spanish at the University of 1941 with a B.A. He received a mother band of students.
Bachelor of Divinity Degree from
Jvlaryland and Johns Hopkins Uni- Lancaster Seminary in 1944, a Coxhead's group demonstrated
versily, where he received his Master's Degree in History from at 6 eating places and a movie
Ph.D. degree in 1946.
Lel%h in 1947, m A.M. Degree theatre. They were refused service
WITH VIGOR AND ANIMATION, members of the Mount
He has been granted a sabbati- from talc in 1951 and his Ph.D. iach time, and, at the movie Jlolyoke
College and Trinity College Glee Clubs perform ilia
theatre, a restaurant and two
cal leave from Trinity Term 1963 rom Yale in 1953.
to complete a literary text for use He is-Vice President and Trust- liners, failed to gain entry, Cox- Bach's SI. John Passion, written almost 230 years ago. Tho work
will IK- presented at Molyoke oa March 18. For review, see
in teaching a first-year Spanish ee of the Historic Wethersfield lead reported.
(Hopkins
. Coxhead remarked t h a t one
course.
,
I Foundation.

Zentner To Highlight Prom
With Trombone And Twist

Coxhead Of CODE Joins
Met Civil Rights Protest

Wearer Named
Assoc. Professor

Andrian Giving
Inaugural Talk
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BY ALFRED C. BURFEIND
FEB. 25— A large number of
people heard a moving performance of Johann Sebastian Bach's
St. Joint Passion in the Trinity
Chapel tonight. The performance
given by the Mount: Holyokc Col
lege Glee Club and the Trinity
College Glee Club, was directed
by Ruth Douglass, of Mount Holyoke, and Trinity's Dr. Clarence
Barber.
All who participated are to be
congratulated. All parts of the
chorus blended well, and the balance between the chorus and the
instrumentation w a s tastefully

made. Richard DeMone and James
Grenliart, who alternated on the
organ and the harpsichord, provided excellent accompaniment.
This reviewer was seated in the
rear of the Chapel, In this location, the diction of the chorus and
the .soloists was not as clear as
one might ask. With the words
thought fully included on the program, however, everything fell
into place, as the words being
sung were seldom, if ever, so indistinct as to be unrecognizable.
Sadness And Anger
The tone of the chorus was remarkable. At times angelic, at

JtfLE i l l
ALL EXTHAS TRINITY- RATES
MO'6-4772
5 MI. SOUTH ON WILBUR CROSS HIGHWAY

LUCKY STRIKE
presents;

COEDS
Oh hurry, Harvey." They've
started twisting already.
There goes Ethel"vf» sway again

hers diabolic, the singers were
ble to produce the sadness of
. mourning people and the anger
>t an enraged
mob.
The x:>erf°i*mance brought out
n interesting, almost paradoxical,
ispect of music. One felt that: the
rinity Chapel, for all its size,
vaa hardly large enough to hold
ill the majesty of the work being
iung. And yet, were the Chapel
jigger, the feeling of smallness
vould be correspondingly greater.
3ood music is an.expanding thing,
nable to be enclosed, fighting to
weak beyond the walls that surouiid it. The chorus made this
int quite evident tonight.
Of the soloists, much can be
said. John Ferrante, '46, deserves
special commendation for his peiw
!ormance of the part oJ the Evanjelist. The part is a difficult one,
ind quite extensive. Mr. Fer•ante's smging, though at.times-...
slightly inaccurate, was always
leasing.
Emotion to Music
Andrew Beattie, '48, was wellchosen for the part of Jesus. His
ability to add the proper emotion
to his music added greatly to
the success of the whole performance.
The soprano Aria by Mary Ann
Harley accompanied on the I'lute
by Susan Nichol, was one of the
best of the student solos. The
other soloists, Walter Frey, Frederick Metcalf, R o b e r t Parlee,
Bruce Klein, and Martha Wilson,
provided at least satisfactory perormances, and at times showed
. fine musical talent for* handling
difficult; passages.
Mistakes were made. Most were
hardly noticeable,, a very few were
glaringly obvious. But we must
remembervthat this' performance
was not by a professional group,
and that the intricacies of theSt.
John Passion present a formidable
challenge to even the , most accomplished musician. If we con-"
sider all the mistakes that eouhl
have been made ,and weren't, we
must congratulate both groups for
their hard, work in preparing a
memorable performance of the
St. John Passion

English

Awards•/••

Total $905
"Here comes
Miss Eyebrow Pencil
of7962."

Stretch pants
don't seem to do
thing for me.

COEDS AND SUPERCOEDS. Coeds accept a Friday-night date on Friday afternoon. Supercoeds have to keep date books. Coeds wear black and gray. Supercoeds wear green and red and yellow. Coeds talk about " T h e College."
Supercoeds discuss the world. Coeds smoke dainty, tasteless cigarettes that
they think proper. Supercoeds smoke Luckies because Luckies taste better.
There are many supercoeds, because college students smoke more Luckies than
any other regular. Are you a supercoed?

CHANGE TO LUCKIES and get some taste for a change!
Product

— t/i/paeop- is Our middli name

^

The English department will
award prizes for poems, short
stories and novelettes this semester to supplement its traditional awards for essays, public
speaking and general scholarship.
The first, second and third-best
poems will receive $30 ij>20 and!
$10, respectively. Similar prizes
wil l'be assigned to the top three
short stories or novelettes.
A New York alumnus who,
made possible these awards,
named the mthe John Curtis Underwood Prizes to recall the memory of a Trinity poet of the Class
of 1896.
'i
The Alumni Prizes in English
Composition ($50 - 150) will be
awarded for essays submitted to
Professor Cameron by April 15,
These, need not be written for the
occasion but may, include term
papers already submitted in coir
lege courses.
Brown And Wfiitloek Prizes
Students interested in the F. A,
Brown Prizes for Senior Orations
($50-150) or the Frank W. Whitlock Prizes for Speeches ($75, 50)'
should consult Mr. Nichols by
April 9.
The Ruel Crompton Tuttle
Prizes, for juniors in the English
department, require that the student submit to Professor Gwynn
•by April 15 a 500-word essay on
his past and present experiences
in studying English and on his
future plans in this field.
Contestants for the poetry and
short story prizes should submit
their work to Professor Jame»
Potter o» or before April 15.
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MalSory Paintings

Annual Book Competition
Offers Cash To Winners

Sympathy, Not Sagacity
BY BICHARB TOTTLE
the New York Times' Christmas of the other paintings, the boys
are not yet in the grips of desThoreau's statement that the 'Appeal for the Needy."
pair, but, like the others, they too
mass of men lead lives of quiet
"PlayingMarbles"
are doomed unless helped of
desperation is, for most of today's young painters, a condem- Perhaps the most unusual course.
nation of the common man. Some- painting in the "worth exhibiting" Imagism in art has been threathow "Christian doctrine" has not section is "Playing Marbles." Alcarried enough force in recent though it never could be consider- ening the tired camp of non-obyeai-s to sway young artists, for ed the best in the show ("The jective abstract expressionists In
the majority of art depicting the Lettuce Vender" or "Old Woman the past months. The noted art
human condition is both satirical at Home" deserves that title), it critic Bernard Berenson has said
and unsympathetic. Hunter Mal- is sinking in its break with the that the human image will domlory's work, however, illustrates subject matter and attitude of the inate in art, and the weak in our
the opposite attitude.
other paintings. Here we have two society have been receiving inItalian boys playing mar- creasing sympathy as far as the
After a majority of the draw- young
in the street. The attitude is government is concerned. It would
ings (which demonstrate nothing bles
but the joy appear, then, that Rembrant-inmore thkn passable virtuosity) one offindobservation,
in such games is no- spired Hunter Mallory, is a young
and the architectural studies on boys
to be found. Indeed, the leading spokesman in contemporthe south wall are removed, we whereseem
menaced by the dark ary art. We can only wish that he
have an exhibit of young moth- boys
that
surrounds
them. Unlike most become more erudite.
ers, children and old people—the
"worth exhibiting" section of the
show. Dark, faceless beings emCentral Cleaners & Tailors &. Clothiers
erge from the surrounding depths
772 Farmington Ave.
and cry the monotony of life.
West Hertford
Sleeping figures, knitting women,
and street peddlers whisper
Call JA 3-0832
through the theatrical light that
they are not at fault for their See Yellow Pages
condition and hosv nice it would
be 1f someone helped them.
But these are Mallory's words
—sympathetic words. Mallory is a
dramatist with something on his
mind. He is affected and inspired
by the weak individuals of our
society and his paintings ask for
a sympathy which is unfortunateJack Maclean is a Computer Operations Supervisor in a
ly only wrought through sentiBell Telephone Electronic Accounting Center. Jack sees
mentality. We are reminded of
to it that his team of people and machines keeps accurate
tabs on over 150.000 customer statements and an equal
number of toll tickets. And soon, instead of 150,000 statements, the Center will handle 300,0001 A lot of responsi-

Cash prizes of $100, $50, and the total number of books not
$25, await the three winners of the their value will be the determii*
annual Student Book Collectors ing factor. Approximately 33
Contest made possible by Dr. Jer- books is considered an averageome P. Webster, Class of 1910 sized collection for this contest.
and a Trustee of the College,
Specific Field
Contest entries, which must be Collections may be in a specific
submitted to Librarian Donald B. subject field; they may pertain
Engly on or before March 26, to some particular interest witli1962, will be judged by a com- in . a field. If a member of the
mittee of library associates and senior class wins this year's local
college faculty members. The win-contest, his entry will be considners will be announced in April. ered by the local judges for eiv*
In awarding the prizes neither trance in.the national contest.

IDEAL MOTEL
SPECIAL THINHY RATES

$5 SINGLE

6-3388
LOCATED ON WILBUR CRdSS
ACROSS FROM CONN. POW. & L.T.

10 MINUTES FROM TRINITY

THE BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES
SALUTE: JACK MACLEAN

(Continued irora Page 1.)
tempted to gain entry to the main
floor. They failed.
Kind Of Amused.
When asked about the reaction
of the townspeople,..Coxhead said
that they were "kind' of amused
by the whole thing."
"No one came up to us and
asked serious questions," Coxhead
remarked. "All t h e y did was
jeer."
Police palrolcd the area heavily,
Coxhead reporLed, and were anxious to pin traffic violations on the
students. One student was given
a warning for temporarily blocking a driveway, the Trinity student said.
Rally And Supper
A fter the picketing, which lasted for about three hours, the students returned to a colored Meth
odist Episcopal church in Easton
for a "delicious" supper and a
rally, Coxhead said. The rally
feaiured singing, an address by
a Wesleyan professor, and conversation with the Negroes, Coxhead reported.
Coxhead told the Tripod that
the students, if not making marked progress in the desegregation
fight, "gave so much'spirit" to the
Negro townspeople, and "saw;
what it was like to be a Negro, to
«>c hissed at, to be pointed at,
to be despised." ^
UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA
has banned public political meetings. Students are encouraged to
discuss political issues, but they
cannot permit the public or press,
including the student newspaper,
the Wildcat to attend. The executive Vice-President of the University gave no reason for the rr""

bility for a young engineer just three years out of college.
Jack Maclean of the Bell Telephone Company of Pennsylvania, and other young engineers like him in Bell Telephone Companies throughout the country, help bring the
finest communications service in the world to the homes
and businesses of a growing America.

BELL TCLEPHOMi COMPANIES
tELEPBONS MAN-OF-THE MONTH

• * ' *
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HOW FAR —
IS TOMMY'S
BARBER SHOP?

Just One Minute Walk l'Yom
Field House Near Corner of
Broad Street. There You Are
Guaranteed Courtesy, Cleanliness and Service, Plus Use
of Students Nook.
BE SUKK TO PATRONIZE

TOMMY'S
BARBER

SHOP

105 New Britain Avenue
Hartforf
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Tripod Backs Waggett
Tonight the newly elected Senate
•will choose one of its number to
serve as President in the new administration. In accordance with a Tripod policy established last year, this
paper herein presents its endorsement of that rising1-senior Senator
whom it feels is best qualified to
lead the Senate through what may
be the most trying period in its
existence. After a careful consideration of those men eligible, we have
decided to endorse the present recording secretary, John S. Waggett.
Waggett has served competently
in the outgoing administration of
Arthur McNulty. In his work with
both the Senate and with the Undergraduate Evaluating Committee,
Waggett has shown organizational
ability and a certain dedication to
work. In addition, he impresses this
paper as being- open-minded, ready to

at least listen to new ideas. A man
. with such an attitude will be needed,
in the coming months if the Senate
is to become a more consistently
worthwhile body than it has been in
the past.
Although this journal has certain
reservations about Wag'gett's stands
on some issues, we do believe that
he has the intelligence and potential
leadership abilities to be an effective
President.
, .
His desire to encourage more general
student participation in the activities
of the Senate, coupled with his desire to stimulate campus interest in
national affairs, speak well for an administration under Waggett's leadership.
For these reasons, the Tripod
urges the members of the new Senate to elect John S. Waggett as President.

Scholarly
Teachers
Those who believe that good teachers must be good scholars often contend that aspiring professors must
demonstrate their scholarship by
publishing. A frequent consequence
of this conviction lias been a "publish or perish" dictate at many universities.
The relationship between teaching
ability and scholarship is too tenuous to support this dictum, although
inmost cases the two go hand'in
hand. We can think of too many
good scholars who are poor teachers.
Similarily, we can think of manyg-ood teachers who are not particularly good research scholars.
In the land of academia, absolute
qualification is at best elusive. Just

as the college boards have failed to
fully measure the candidate, publications often fail to prove the professor.
How accurate can such a measure
be when any number of journals will
print mediocre material? And, even
if quality is taken into consideration,
who can judge the scholarly work
that the professor intended, but
found no opportunity to write?
The publishing- professor belongs
in the large university where diversity and size permit him to specialize. The small liberal arts college
must have those teachers who are
willing to sacrifice continued pursuit
of their scholarly interests to carry
the burde,n of general education.

By WILLIAM F. NILES
In the current search for an accurate yardstick to measure, and subsequ*
prove the quality of today's higher education, faculty publications' are being s
creased importance as a means of determining the worth of our professors. If th
their published works is indicative of their worth, this is certainly an accurate :
is questionable, however, that a good scholar is necessarily a good teacher, altho
teacher must necessarily be a good scholar. And, in the final analysis the effec
higher education rests primarily with our teachers, not our scholars, although t
often synonomous.
The widespread
id
acceptance or
faculty, publications as an accurate measure of teaching
ability and scholarship frequently
influences the adoption of a
"publish or perish" dictum.
Either teachers publish works of
scholarly merit or they seek
positions elsewhere. Anything but
a Well defined requirement at
many universities, it nevertheless
plays an important part when
the time comes to determine promotions and to decide on extension of tenure.
Small New _ England colleges
•tend more than their larger counterparts to de-emphasize faculty
publications. "Publications are
certainly taken into account in
promotions," Dean Spaeth of
Wesleyan readily admitted, "But,"
he added, "every man is Judged
on his undisputable merit. Some
of our best teachers have not
even published an inch." Trinity's
Dean Hughes expressed the same
sentiments when he stated that
"A good faculty member does not
necessarily have to be a continual
publisher."
"Upper-Out" Rule
The "Upper-Out" requirement
of Harvard and. Yale which requires publication by senior faculty members is generally deemed
unacceptable by the smaller college;. The "publish or perish"
rule, in fact, seems in contradiction to the nature of the small
liberal arts college. For its structure is such that each man must
share the burden of carrying out
its general education program.
This task limits the time and
opportunity necessary for the
original scholarship and specialization which lead to publication.
In larger imiversitjes, however,
where the size of faculties and
the multiplicity of courses .allow
for specialization, the "publish or

perish" rule can be applied to
advantage in a "weeding out"
process which would only prove
harmful to the smaller college.
Small colleges, in fact, regard
publications as more advantageous
to the intellectual growth of their
teachers than to them in their
courses. Said Dean Spaeth of
Wesleyan, "We like a man who
has written in his own field. It
is conducive to his intellectual
growth." C o m m e n t e d Dean
.Schrag, Assistant Secretary of
Amherst College, "Presumably
any teacher will stay alive,
through his research."
Solid Base Of Competence
Teachers at small colleges may
not be given the opportunity to
•concentrate on their specialities
while conducting the broad
courses of general education, but,
as Dean Burchard of MIT said,
"No one 5s a good generalist who
doesn't have a solid base of
specialized competence."
That there is a necessity for
specialization as a "solid base" is
partially demonstrated by the
sabbatical programs of a number
of' small colleges. Trinity, Amherst, and Wesleyan, among
others, have adopted systems of
funds and sabbatical leaves to
enhance and encourage specialization and research.
A m h e r s t offers sabbatical
leaves after seven years, but,
Dean Schrag pointed out, "this
varies somewhat." He referred to
the Trustee-Faculty Fellowship
for younger faculty members
which enables instructors or assistant professors to take full
years with half pay or half years
with full pay. If individual
achievement may assess to the.
effectiveness of Amherst's sabba-

tical program, histc
Commager could be
example,

Wesleyan Sabl
A system of sabb
which was instigated
three years ago pr<
semester leave after
of service or a Ml y
years. This program,1
Amherst, is unique *
sabbaticals ,4o men |
seven year tenure, i
ary, period.
;
- The sabbatical sysi
ity, somewhat less ge"
others, provides for!
leave with half pay
year with full pay aft
of teaching,
i
Speaking for most
leges, Dean Spaeth o1
said that teachers o
are not permitted!
salaried jobs, but are
to travel extensively
material for .books,.*
doing research, "AT
he said, "must be &
tion of intent."
;
The sabbatical, pairl
offered by the srj;
affords an opportunity
izalion which is too !•
wise unattainable 1
heavy teaching eomii
the field' of general
I t allows for pursuaii
fie scholarly interest
creativity endeavors vf
much a part of highe:
as teaching., Moreover
leaves like that of I
able young teachers?
that recognition whi|i
termine to a large
success in the -\
world of today's edvl
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Reprint from the New York POST, Wed., Feb. 21, 1962.
Astronaut John II. Glenn's gallant
journey through space is a great adventure story. It reduces Columbus
to a certain absurdity; it parodies
the small valors of flagpole sitters.
Was there even a time when Steve
Brodie's leap from the Brooklyn
Bridge stirred pubKc notice?
Glenn has done it; we salute him
for an epic display of human daring.
But, on' this morning after, we must
all sober up. One day we may learn
how much this achievement has helped us to uncover many mysteries of
life. Meanwhile, in the here-and-now

down on earth, things are very much
the sj;«ae as they were two days ago.
We have taken a big stride in the
space race. How are we doing in the
peace race? To put it another way,
has man reached that point in his
history at which he can only do his
best -work when he gets away from
it all ?
No more random thoughts; it was
a big day and a joyous landing. Cel.
Glenn has dramatized anew man's
quest for liberation from the ordinary imprisonment of his spirit. He
has. lifted all our sights.
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LOOKS over a small amount of the material
hlbtory of the Hartford Couiaiit. 0»
photostatic copy of one page frcan the S«pt- $< ucet> a
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" shawing «ie longevity ot ments
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or Perish'?
TRINITY SITUATION
By MYRON ROSENTHAL
Trinity Professors can sleep well in the evenings, secure in the knowledge that there is no absolute deadline for
publications hanging over them. Dean of Faculty and College Vice-President Arthur H. Hughes assured the Tripod
of this in a recent interview.
The Dean, whose annual report to the President includes
a list of all faculty publications for the academic year, called the idea of an absolute deadline and "publish or perish"
a concept which "belongs more properly in a novel than it
does in a description of what goes on here or in most colleges."
•

re, and subsequently to imi8 are being afforded intfofessors. If the quality of
y an accurate measure. It
l-teacher, although a good
ilysis, the effectiveness of
lars, although the two are
1 program, historian Henry
nniager could be cited as an
unple,
Wesleyan Sabbaticals
i. system of sabbatical leaves
ich was instigated at Wesleyan
ee years ago provides a one
nester leave after three years
service or a full year after six
ars This program, like that of
nherst, i s unique in offering
biaticals to men still in the
rtn year tenure, or probationY,. paiod.
The sabbatical system at Trin', somewhat less generous than
tiers, provides for a one year
TO »ith half pay or a half
arwiih full pay after six years
teaching.
Speaking for most small coljes,Dean Spaeth of Wesleyan
id that teachers on sabbatical
•e not permitted to accept
.Iaried jobs, but are encouraged
travel extensively, gathering
aterial for books, studying, or
jing reseai'ch. "A sabbatical,"
; said, "must be a demonstraon p( intent."
'ilie sabbatical, particularly that
(feral by the. small college,
[fords an opportunity for specialiatioii which is too often otherwise unattainable because of
e&vy teaching
commitments in
ie M o f general education!
; alows for pursuance of speeic scholarly interests and for
reativit)' endeavors which are as
well a part of higher education
s teaching. Moreover, sabbatical
:aves like that of Arnherst enbie joung teachers to achieve
liat recognition which will desrmlteto a large extent their
uccessh the "publish or perish"
! today's education.

.

Dean Hughes indicated that
the extent of publications by a
faculty member is by no means
the only criterion for promotion
and he stated that a good faculty
member does not necessarily have
to be a continual publisher.
"We Want Both"
"Ideally what we want is both,"
he said, referring to faculty members with the ability to communicate with and instruct students, and with the ability to
produce scholarly works of high
quality. "Publication is a part of
the picture, but teaching ability
is a part also,' '
"Any scholar: who is worth his
salt is going to publish some-,
thing," Dr. Hughes continued,
"but I don't think his work is
going to be worth very much if
he does it by the clock. A person can't publish meaningful
works with a gun at his head.
There are many things being published which we can get along
very well without."
Dr. Hughes digressed for a
moment while recalling a novel
he had read in which a Professor
was frantically working in his
locked office to finish a paper
in order to meet his quota of published works. The book ends
when a student, after a vain attempt to see the Professor, commits suicide and the Professor,
in :a; moment; of enlightenment,
tears- the paper from his.typewriter and throws it through a
window, "I don't recall the name
of the-book," said Hughes, "but
I hope I never see it again."

J.BAKD MCNULTY: ;

'
Faculty Works
Dr. Hughes emphasized the
fact that he did not wish to play
down the role of faculty works.'
"Publishing," said the Dean, is
the principle way in which
scholarship manifests itself. My
report annually carries the work
of the faculty."
Teaching ability is not necessarily dependent upon scholarship
and the publications of a faculty
member tend to be in a narrow
field. "The teaching a faculty
member does will be in his field
of specialization only to a small
degree and thus every teacher
must have a broad command of
the larger field and must keep up
with the development of his field
as well as the developments in
his specific area within the field."
field."
When asked about the ' relationship of quantity and quality
of published works to a faculty
member's promotions, Dr. Hughes
replied that promotions at Trinity
go through channels which bring
in faculty participation. "It
is done in a democratic way with
a rotating committee, "the Joint
Committee on Appointments and
Promotions, consisting of two
faculty members, two Trustees,
with President Jacobs and Dean
Hughes as ex-offieio members.
"No Mathematical Formula
"The extent of consideration
given by a Professor to publications," the - Dean continued,"
therefore varies with individuals •
and, there is no mathematical
formula to compute it."

, \ : ;. ; : ; :

Research For Publication
By J. RONALD SPENCER
Nearly five years ago the Hartford Courant commissioned Professor of English J.
Bard McNulty to write the paper's history. This summer the first draft of the work will be
complete. McNulty has faced a research task of broad scope, complicated by the fact that the
Courant, the oldest newspaper of continuous publication in the country iirst rolled .oil a
primitive hand-operated press in 1764. The assignment has presented the author with problems which are undoubtedly exemplary of those faced by any scholar preparing a. serious
work of book length.
.
.
;
•
:
In
will
with the paper's 1964 bi-eenten
nial, the author has utilized numerous sources of information,
some of which, are not immediately obvious. Although he has devoted primary attention to the
back issues of the paper itself,
McNulty has also been forced to
use his ingenuity, in obtaining
facts from more obscure areas.
The professor has to take into
account trends in Connecticut ad
U.S. history, and relate them to
developments at the Courant. For
example, McNulty says he may
find the newspaper selling at the
price of six pence during one period of its history, but this has
little relevance unless he also
knows
ows., the relation of this price
t o tthe
h e igeneral
P P n p r a l 1tx\7&]
Af the
-Kh*» econt>t-mn~
level of
y at the time.
Technics Developments
lat
Includeded in his research has
has
int. 0"
a
study
of
technical
developbeen
a
study
of
technical
developept. *
s i th
ti
MNlt
:vity ol ments i nn the nation. McNulty
»omts; out that vast changes in

*•'

news gathering and reporting
media have occurred over two
centuries. He has familiarized
himself with these changes so' as
to understand some of the problems faced by the newspaper during various periods in its history.
The professor, perhaps best
known for his studies of the English poets Chaucer, Milton and
Wordsworth, reports that the text
of the Declaration of Independence was not published in the
paper until July 15. To explain
this fact, McNulty has studied the
arrangement of the post roads
o±i«."&^J."— — •— *
during the colonial period. The
main route of the post system bypassed Hartford and, resultmgly,
riders carrying news from otherareas did not arrive here immediair/*l\r
ately.
.
,
As a part of his research work
McNulty learned to operate the
manually powered ppress on which
the
the first
first Courant
Courant was
was published.
published.
th
duous
After performing the arduous
ieat, the author was about; to write

about the terrific work involved
in printing a nissue,- but when he
considered that early circulation
probably amounted to no more
than 50 copies, he decided not to.
Modern Methods
As circulation increased, however, anore modern production
methods were needed. Again the
anthor' needed to familiarize himwith the technological ades made- in the publishing
.According to McNulty, the
big improvements in printing
came after the Civil War.
McNulty has: needed a good
the East. As
sequently the
replace the t-— — .
were able to report the news
more rapidly. ' And the
of the arilroad network in
d-19th century greatly, facthe distribution of the
(Continued on Page 7)

Letters To The Editor
Bold Conclusions
To the Editor:
and that this threat has not been
The Harrison Salisbury articles mitigated by any increased liberin the New York Times of Feb- ilism in Russia.
ruary 5-9, 1962, .do not warrant The Tripod editorial also sugthe bold conclusions that the Tri-gests that we have a more flexible
pod editorial of February 12 sug-position in our diplomatic negogests. Mr. Salisbury's articles re- tiations with Russia instead o*i the
late that thei'e has been' a West- firmer stand thaf the "rightists"
ernization and liberalization of propose. This is fine to say, but
Soviet socieiy under the "liberal" t overlooks one important thing",
Mr. Krushchev in which people that whenever we have taken part
are acting more in the Western in major negotiations with Comstyle, speaking- more freely, and munist countries, we have almost
engaging in some legal dissen- invariably lost out, and the Reds
tion. One of Mr. Salisbury's con- have continually gained through
clusions is, "A relaxation in ten- their refusal to give the West any
sions would play into the hands concessions
in return for the many
of the liberals."
that vye offer tliem. All that the
From this article the Tripod ed- "rightists," including by this deitorial concludes that the Russians finition DeGaulle and Adenauer,
will be more interested in a true demand is that bargaining be a
peace as time goes on and, to pur- wo-way street, that there be
sue this end, the West ought to something real to bargain about,
have a flexible foreign . policy, and that the other party be sinnot an "inflexible" policy as de- cere and co-operative.
manded by the "rightists."
As yet, the Russians Have shown'
The conclusion that peace may little,
if any, real inclination to be
result from this liberalizaiion in sincere,
or otherwise
Russia is doubtful, or at least the in good co-operative,
faith in their negotiation
actions of the Soviet leaders
give l i t t l e reason for the hence the "inflexible" policy of
justification of this opinion. Dur- waiting until there is real hope
ing the past few years when this before doing any bargaining. If
liberalization has been taking the "flexible" policy of giving
place, the foreign policy of the concessions without our receivUSSR has not changed. It is still in anything in return is continone aimed at causing tensions and ued, we shall eventually come 'to
crises such as the Berlin crisis. As a point where we shall have nothSalisbury says, "(Mr. Khrush- ing-, left to bargain with in the
chev) has split the Communist event that there is any real reaworld rather than alter his foi"- son to bargain. The . rebuttal to
eign policy objectives." -However, this, of course, is that without
fruitful or not,
Salisbury also says, "A relaxa- these negotiations,
tion in tensions would play into we shall have1 a war. However,
the hands of the liberals."
it was under this policy that Camand Deladier s o u g h t
Since the Times article pointed berlain
"peace in our time" from Hitler
out that Khrushchev was one' of at
Munich in 1938. There is little,
these liberals, it seems odd that if any,
reason why this policy
Khrushchev would still be tryim should maintain
a just peace any
to build up tensions around the
world if he himself were not able longer today.
to benefit. Therefore, it follows All this is not to say that we
that a relaxation of tensions is should not work for negotiations,
not necessarily an aid to the lib- since we must try to find a true
erals. The New York Times, fol- alternative to war, but on the
lowing the series with an editorial other-hand, let us be sure that
on February. 10 about this pro- we are going into negotiations to
:
blem, warns us that "• • • the free arbitrate, not to play Santa
world must remain on guard Claus with the rights and freeagainst wishful thinking." It doms, of Jhe Western and Neutral
seems, therefore, that the Rus- countries.
sian threat is as menacing as ever
.'-'George B. Wendell, Jr., '85

Inner Logic
emergencies and for limited
perT! o , i ; ; i : . V V .
J
:: .Dr, Newccsan's eXt.vemeiy cbg-iods of time; Hitler's 'reye«ge"v
.erit point about industrialization for Versailles and.his plan to reand totalitarianism clearly illum- duce man to a common denomininates the great dialogue between ator in the concentration camps;
the "totalitarian" and the "soci- Stalin's "defense" of Russia
logical" schools over the relative against foreign invasion and doimportance of 'politics and ecoti' mestic traitors. It cannot, howomics in the field- of modern ever, maintain lliiscourse forever.
European affairs. My view is that
Intellectual Freedom
seen from the historical per- Tfie fact that-Hitler .>vas overspective, industrialism has its thrown by foreigners and by miliown "inner logic" which event- tary means made this point difually forces a society to orient it- ficult to see. Bui the certainly not
self in what Richard Pipes of Har- original view I hold that the Sovivard calls a "rational, Jegally et system has had to mitigate its
normalized direction' 'despite the totalitarianism in recent years
aims and ideology of its rulers. tends to confirm it. In the sense
Industrialism has transformed that -both Germany and Russia
modern societies by creating nowiiave greater intellectual freepressures for greater social ef- dom than, vvas ever deemed posficiency which include greater sible for them, they have, I befreedom of thought and inquiry lieve, begun to conform to the
and which cannot be forever con- pattern traced earlier in Europfined to -scientific and technolog- ean history by Britian and France.
Philip 0. F. BanUwitss
ical fields. .
Germany seems to be the one
great excepiion to ths rule. But,
• again seen historically, it was
precisely the resistance by those
in control in Ges-many after-1919
to industrialism's "inner logic,"
to the pressure of greater social To the "Editor:
efficiency (in. the country) that In protesting the execution of
brought about the Nazi phenome- Benjamin Reid, George Will
non. (Fascist Italy is perhaps an- quoted Albert Camus extensively.
other example). Once established, I think ii unfair that the other •
such reaction can, of course, tem- side of the argument, the Ameriporarily take advantage of the can public resenlment-and-iridigtechnology, organization and soc- rtation majority, should be without..
ial attitudes of an industrial soc- their literary hero to quote; I reciety to perfect tyranny. But the ommend to them James, Joyce* \
point I was attempting to make - Benjamin Reid is obviously a .
is that such political leeadership bad egg. Let us therefore heed
can utilize the techniques of ra- Joyce's advice when he saysf
tionalization for , irrational: pur- Sttonp'Out' Ba<l Eggs.
poses oiily for extra-ordinary
Joshua Smith, '66

Stamp Out.'
Bad/EggsY\
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THE TRINITY TRIPOd

Skaters Lose To Wes, 3-0, In Season Final
FEB. 22—A timl Trinity hoc- i provided spark and aided in play- eroy's second goal, corning after
key Leam was handed a 3-0 de- making. Peter Kane, on defense eight minutes of the period, folfeat by an able Wesleyan squad with Cutler, did an admirable lowed by the third Wes goal ten
tonight at the Choate School rink. job in the absence of Bob Bowler. minulos later, gave the Wesmen
Two games in a row had taken Trm's goaUuard, the reliable Bill the commanding- lead which they
their toll, and Trinity was not Polk, did his usual excellent job,
able to duplicate Hie Amhet^t allowing only three goals, while held for the remainder of the
game.
victory of last night
making upwards oC 30 saves.
Trinity's proven tkst line, com- The first period immediately Pollc's goaltending, Williams'
posed of the former Milton Acad- indicated the strength of the Wes shooting, and Mai Lloyd's unsucemy star Bert Williams at cen- team, as at 9.49 Tom Pomeroy cessful attempts to put the puck
ter, and Pete Dunldo and Ned scored their first goal. Although in the nets, were the only highTwining at left and right wings Trinity made several strong bids, lights of an otherwise dull third
period. Tin's game marked the
respectively, was unable to put1 no goals were scored.
the puck pat,t a scrappy Wes The second period put coach end of another season for Tringoalie. Tony Culler, skating on Hargrove's team on 1he defensive?, i(y's hockey club. Their 2-4 redefense, showed obvious fatigue with a two minute tripping pen- cord is a highly creditable one
from the night betorc, but still alty called against Cutler. Pom- for a team which has played an

entire season with only one practice. Next year, with the loss o(,
Polk, Cutler, Bowler, and Lloyd,
prospects look gloomy. The one

bright spot is the all .sophomore
first lino which lias amply riis.
played Jl.s scoririft ability Ihis
year.

ACE nilPBNSTBMAN Tonj. OUIUT VHHMIS pudc during W«*.

leyan game while Locket Filman WIIICIKS J'rmn »i<?;tr 0|>(»<>n<-iifK'
cage in background.
(Roberts IMioto)

MARION'S
LUNCHEONETTE
"A REAL DELIGHT IN
DELICATESSEN TREATS"

IN THE SPRING

just over the rocks
243 ZION STREET
JA 7-9644

'' Mon-Thurs. 9-11 — Weekends 9-12:30

Market Squire
lawlngfon
MO 6-2383
SEE YELLOW PAGES

UOOtTT I U T U 1 TOBACCO CO

PACK OR BOX

•

FOR NEW ENGLAND
COLLEGES ONLY
KING OR REGULAR

If you didn't win in the Fall Contest... try again!
And lots of luck. If you didn't even enter during the
first half, start now! And lots of luck to you, too.

The rules are the same, but we'll give them to you again, fast!
•1

Pick up an Official Registration
' Envelope. You'll find them all
around campus and in your local
smoke shop. Our Liggett & Myers
Campus Eep has a supply too.
£> ^ Take the Sportscar Quiz printed
on the Registration Envelope
(it's easy). Sign your name and
address and mail it in-along with
5 bottom panels from 5 packs of
Chesterfield, L&M or Oasis cigarettes,
3

K you pass the quiz, you'll receive a limerick in the mail with
the last line missing. Finish it with
B

a good rhyme and send it back. The
limericks will be judged for cleverness and appropriateness. The 4 beat
limericks win the Sprites in the
Spring. And one of them could, be
yours!
^

FUTURES UNLIMITED
One of the fastest growing banks Jn
Northeastern New York State with
assets of $400,000,000
offers . . .
MANAGEMENT TRAINING LEADING TO
® Loan and credit administration
® Bank management
® Trust work
® Investment analysis and administration

Enter its often as you like. Reg*
" istration Envelopes must be in
by April t&t. Limerick entries by
April 15th when the contest officially
closes. Winners get their new Sprites
before school's out!

William R. O'Bryon. Vice President

So enter often—and keep smoking
Chesterfields, L&IYTs and Oasis cigarettes—they're in a class of their own!

.NATIONAL COMMERCIAL BANK
AND TRUST COMPANY

ENTER TODAY! ENTER OFTEN!

(Trinity'37)
will be on campus for interviews
Tuesday, March 6, 1962

Complete Banking Services
through 32 offices in Northeastern New York State
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THE TRINITY TRIPOD

Balanced Attack, Torrid Shooting Sink Cadets
BY ANDY MILLER
FEB. 24—Trinity C o a c h Jay
McWilliams unveiled his new offense tonight and his "Iron-Man
Five" put it to good use in defeating Coast Guard 76-56. The
Bantam mentor set John Fenrich on the high post and .Bob
Bvandeiiberger under the bucket,
setting up a wide variety of outside shots for the remaining Hilltoppers.
•
Trinity hit on its first five field
goal attempts, three by Barry
Leghorn and two by Bill Scully,
to take an early 10-4 lead. Working well against the Academy's
2-1-2 zone, Brandenberger, Brian
Brooks, and Leghorn combined
for a nine-point streak to give the
home forces. a 27-14 lead after
twelve minutes had elasped.
The small crowd at the Field
House watched in admiration as
Leghorn hit for 7 out of thirteen
shots in the first half and added
four free throws. The 6'3" sophomore was held to five points in
the second half to finish with
23, as Coast Guard's Bob Heggett
finished close behind wih 20.

Brandy A 40-Mimite Man
The Iron-Man Five stayed in
the game until the last three minutes, when the T r i n i t y coach
emptied his short-handed bench.
In support of Leghorn, Brooks:
had 14, Brandenberger 13, and
Fenrich and Scully 11 apiece. No
one else in the Academy lineup
hit double figures.
Trinity broke the game wide
open near the end of the first
half as Coast Guard Coach Hap
Fallon switched his charges into
a man-to man defense. Fenrich
converted on four straight foul
shots and Scully hit from the
outside. Leghorn, driving w i t h
only 20 seconds left, was fouled
and made both, and Brooks added
two more on a steal. Leggett
countered with a basket at the
buzzer to cut 'the lead to 43-23.
The second half began slowly
as neither team could hit. Leggett,
cut the lead to 13, but Bantam
fast breaks brought it up to 22,
and at 12:20 held a 25-point lead
63-38.

.

•

with three minutes left; and Soph
Eonnie yates got a good cheer
from the crowd as he sank the
first two field goals of his career.
Trinity shot a hot. 49 percent
from the floor and converted 18
out of 27 from the foul line. They

committed a game total of only
=seven personal fouls, as the Academy picked up only two points
from the line on seven shots.
The team's record stands at 106 as they travel to Waltham,
Mass., Tuesday n i g h t to play

Brandeis, and finish the season
next Saturday against Middlebury
at home.
Leghorn's 23 points gives him
a season total of 300, just 33
short of John Norman's 1939-60
College record.

•

Yates Notches First
McWilliams cleared his bench

erial available, McNulty has also
conducted interviews with people
previously connected with the
ewspaper. Among them are sur(Continued from Page 5)
Courant to other areas of the vivors of former editors and sec
retaries of former presidents.
state.
In order to gain this type of The study of the paper's circul
information, McNulty has been -ation has presented especial probmore than a newspaper historian. lems, since before 1905 no aecurHe- has branched out into many athe figures were kept. McNulty
other fields in order to produce says claims made by the newsa comprehensive and accurate paper to its advertisers are of
some help, although they cannot
book.
be deemed etirely reliable.
Mass of Issues
Court Records
The amount of research of this
type dwarfed, however, by the &ourt records have been a surBRIAN BROOKS SCORES on steal during Coast Guard game
amount of research that has been prising source of accurate circul- petitors from 1855-1860.
conducted right in the pages of ation count, the author says. In all, five years have gone into (left) while Cadets' Waile Monerief blocks, shot by John Fenrich
(right). The Bantams trampled Coast Guard ?6-56 to shake a three
the Courant itself. The paper was on rare instances the Courant becompilation of this history, game losing streak ana' win their lOtti of the season.
published weekly until 1837, and came involved in litigaiion, an ac the
and
several
more
will
be
devoted
as a daily thereafter. McNulty counting of circulation would to It before the first edition rolls
^Bernstein Photos'})
has gone to the Connecticut His- have to be filed in court, and from from
presses. Professor Mctorical Society, the State Library, these records McNulty has gotten Nulty the
has used a wide variety of
ad the Courant files to gain an al- considerable assistance.
sources, indicating the
SPECIAL STUDENT DISCOUNTS
most complete collection of back Piled among the author's stacks research
extensive preparation which goes
issues. Although the author stress- of back issues, photostats, and into
such a book.'
es he has been unable to read ev- manuscript pages, are several
ery item in this great volume of maps of transportation and com- Although each individual subeditions, he has poured over all munication networks existent in ject requires slightly different
technioues and sources, McNulof them in an effort to gain the New England at various times.
ty's efforts are indicative of the
pertinent facts contained.
Aslo found in this mass of mat- processes of scholarship through
To facilitate working with this erial are several graphs, includ- which a serious author must go.
JA 59871
mass of material, McsNulty has ing one outlining the competition Many
educators on many campusAll
Work
Guaranteed
Foreign Car Lubrication
employed a normal researchers faced from other papers in the es are involved in similar projects
Tune-ups . Road Service - Generators
technique of photostating import- city. The Courant, now alone in today, heWn their labors are-conant pages and issues. He has also the morning field, and challenged ducted with copious effort, worthy
Mufflers - Wheel Balancing - Fuel Systems
taken many 35mm slides of essen- only • by the evening Hartford additions to the sum o£ American CORNER BROAD and NEW BRITAIN AVB., HTFJD., CONN.
tial material. He often projects Times, was faced with seven com- scholarship are made.
these slides on to a screen before
him, from which he can type pasSages needed for his manuscript.
In studying back issues of the
newspaper, McNulty has given
considerable attention to the adThe Machine Compulation Laboratory is engaged in the analysis, programming and soluvertising contained. He also has
tion of a great variety of scientific and engineering problems. It consists of three separate
given attention to the editorial
policy, finding that the journal
groups. • Analog Computation— Three Beckman Ease analog computers are used for
was dedicated Lo the cause of the
studies of V/STOL aircraft, missiles, advanced aircraft and engine systems, turbojet and
colonists during the Revolutionary
rochet fuel controls. » Digital Computation—A Philco 2000 and an IBM 2090 are used
War.. During those war years, th
to-solve problems in engineering applications, program research, numerical control of
Courant had the largest circulation of any paper in the colonies.
machine tools, weather analysis and prediction. • Mathematical Analysis—This group,
First Book
made up of mathematicians with advanced degrees, acts as consultant on many matheThis book is McNulty's first, almatical
problems that develop throughout the Corporation. This requires the solution of
though he has published numersystems of \inenr, ordinary differential and partial differential equations and might also
our articles about English literature in scholarly journals both
include information theory, combinatorial analysis and approximation theory.
in this country and in Great Britain..
He has also written many of
what he calls "ai-ticles of comment" for the Courant. Indeed, he
attributes his work for the paper
as a main reason why the journal
See your College Placement Officer
commissioned him to write its
for an appointment and a descriphistory.
McNulty told this ' reporttion of available assignments.
pr
: "I knew the people on the
Courant and they knew me."
McNully explained that he has
been completely free of interference from the newspaper, and,
resuitingly, will produce a bona
tide history. He stresses that he
!
>s working under an ideal situaI
tion in which no demands to emAll qualified applicjiits will receivs consideration for employment wthoif! regard to run, creed, color
Phasize or do-emphasize certain
or national origin.
,
: :'
I
material have been made upon
nim by his employer.

McNulty...

F & M SERVICE
SUNOCO

interesting
careers
for

INTERVIEWS: Wednesday, March 7
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Hall Of Famer
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Mermen Nip Union

other Slaughtermen who have to give Ui(f ll,'tiil:unti <i on/* 'Ki/l
BY JACK O'ZVI'JIL
cojliliitlidioil ill Hit" '£J\) y ; m l
SCHENECTADY, N. f., Feb. broken records this, year, were hvo
23—Another record toppled here Dave Raymond, Tan Smilh, Hill I r w ' S l y l c a m i cilU'lu'tl a lead l.h(«
today as the Trinity merman Korctz /mri Jay MvCmrkm when n d i)ii'k ( i o m l c u iht'u plat-i'ii secdowned Union 49-46. Although they set a now pool record win- aond
Union walked oil; with six firsts ning the 400 yard medley relay jifylt;I'IIKIo v eI hn iI,n t aint i dHit'J olilth nynulU u r ifiveBy STEVE PERRAULT
on,
in the field of eleven events, they in a 4:11,2 fhckiiii;:
1
' ' OVER THE YEARS Trinity has been blessed with sev- could not provide the depth that Following; HIP relay Kick' Ash-i i u d o i i b l c d l y o n e nl ihi> atti.i VIM w
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eral great athletes. In recent times, the personages of Sticka, was needed. Joining the host of
;oppt'il u KWiotut i n (iit> ;-;(K) y.ii'.i

LeClerc, and Guild, among others, have brought acclaim to
inilividiKil rn<'(IIc,v. D i c k W.-titfo'y
both themselves and their alma mater for their remarkable
followed with a Ihird in the iltvconioKt.
prowess in the world of sports.
:>v<Hy. (/ten co(>]|(*</ ('«* '-''M
Although .some students may not realize it, again this
yard biillorl'ly and Goodman ami
year we are fortunate to have an athlete who ranks among
McCracken pla««(tl . s e c o n d ami
the cream of the crop in intercollegiate, competition. He is
third in the 100 yard hwalyte
senior Don Mills, a three-letter than who has achieved na- FJEB, 20—Steve Yeaton turned one, giving sabre a 2-7 «core is w i tft, Raymond .swanipwl two
tional prominence on the squash courts.
against Harvard and a 6-3 record Union mermen, winning the 200
yard baetotrokf; and Tom Hhorlfil
DON'S RECORD speaks for itself. His victory during- , an outstanding performance by tvith Brandeis,
the 1961 season came at Rye, N.Y., where he won the Apa- yvinning all six of hts bouts as Trinity's defeat by Harvard placed third. Uevner again ttti«*he<i
second to Ashworth, 1 h i s
wamis Club Invitational Squash .Rackets Tourney in late Trinity fell victim, to Harvard 17- and victory over Brandeis leaves out
time in the 440 yard freestyle,
tile,
team
with
a
5-2
record,
the
10
and
trounced
Brandeis
21-6
in
February. At Rye, he defeated Richard Stewart of the Hartbest in its history. Wednesday and Smilh, last week's r o c o n l
ford Golf and Tennis Club in straight sets, to cop the title. a triangular meet at Harvard to- the fencers host Stevens Tech. breaker, walked of£ with a secondday.
Don gained the finals when his opponent in the semis, Cal
Last year Stevens beat Trinity in the 200 yard breaststroke.
McCracken of the Princeton Club — one of the top three Andy Stewart fenced well as .7.7-10. However, Coach Shaiier's The Slaughtermen round out
senior men players in the.country and seeded first in the he won two bouts against Har- team is much improved over la.st their season on Thursday, Mui'St'
year and .should prove tou^h com- 1, when Jhey play host to a slumptourney—was forced to default when he pulled a leg; muscle. vard and three against' Brandeis. petition
for
inir, VVtwIoyan (ivun.
DicK Chang won only one against
However, Don was leading McCracken 2-0 at the time.
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THIS SEASON a tight schedule has kept the Trinity
captain busy shuffling betiven team matches and tourna- Brandeis. .Harry Pratt was less
winning a total of
ments.. At the end of January, Don participated in the At- successful,
two, both of which were against

Swordsmen Split Pair,
Advance Record To 5-2

AN INSURANCE CAREEi

Brandeis. This left foil with a
3-6 record against Harvard and
7-2 score with Brandeis.
Epeeihan Bill Chase managed
to win only one against the
Grirnsonites but came back to
win. three against, the Judges.
Yeaton was an all around winner,
providing three of the £ive epee
victories against Harvard and then
taking another t h r e e against
Brandeis. Kirby Tallcy gained one
victory over Harvard and three
over Brandeis leaving- epee with
a 5-4 record against the former
and an 8-1 record against the latter.
Sabre was the least successful
weapon. George Rand's two viclantic City Championships at Atlantic City. He got past tories were all the t<?am managed
Steve Vehslage, a Princeton grad who was National Collegi- to gpt against Harvard. He won
ate Champion from 1959 to 1961, only to be beaten in the another two bouts against Branfinal rolind by Ralph Howe, a junior at Yale, This same deis, making 'this his best, day
the season. Ray Drate won
Howe defeated Mills in a Trinity-Yale match during the reg- of
ular season to become the only opponent to 2egisler a win three contests and Paul Johnson.

over Don in his last two yeais of intercollegiate match play
cornpetition.Hotchkiss Team
On the followingo g weekend,
end, MJJ1& .again
.agai came within a
"whisker
isker of w
winning,a
i gn, a i tournament,
g t t
thi
th Harry Dunks Freshrn&n
this one the
C l
Iitti
S
Cowles
Invitational
Squash Tourney. The pesky
wask Howe
H
n't playing here, but Don lost to. Vehslage this time 3-1 in Swimmers, 66-29
the finals after'downing Dave Watts, ranked fourth nation- FEB. 21—The Freshman Swimally, 8-2 an a morning match. He was trailing 13-9 in the ming team was overpowered by
g
an exceptional^ strong Hofehkiss
3
Va1hed W l t h
squad this afternoon, 66-29. The
st t ri a ihg h t p oii n t s t 0
**
Frosh were only able to gain two
THE IMPORTANT TOURNAMENT for Mills is eomW iirsts the entire afternoon. Fred
lip next weekend at Harvard, where the National Intercol-1'Ptiliaman won the 50 freestyle
23,7 seconds, and the freestyle
legiate Championships are being staged. This climatic tour- in
relay team of Lorch, Hartman,
ney will pat the top 16 collegians in the country against one Barnard, and Priliaman won with
another, and it will be Mills' last crack at the collegiate title. a time-of 1:37.5.
By 1961 standards, Don should be fourth seeded in the All-Amwiean John Qulnn of
tourney for a year ago he reached the-semi-finals before Hotchkiss sot a new school mark
bowing to Jim Zug of Princeton. Tiger teammate Vehslaee in the 100 Butterfly by covering
defeated Zug- for the championship. Vehslage will hot be the distance in 55.6 seconds. Trinaround to defend his title again, for he has graduated. Howe ity's' Joe Barnard came in second
will probably take over his top-seeded spot/and among the in the same event. Trinity was
able to score three more secother top collegians battling- for the coveted crown will be only
places as Coryeli, Lorch, and
Bob Hetherington of Yale, # 2 . behind Howe for the Eli ond
Smith edged out their opponents
Zug and, of course, Mills.
in the 100 backstroke, 100 freeMILLS IS THE FIRST squash' player in Trinity-history style, and diving, respectively.
to go through a season undefeated in individual match play : Prospects are much brighter for
Me accomplished this feat during his junior year, and in- this week when the Freshmen will
be swimming against Westminiscluded
m this string was a victory over Howe of Yale ter on Wednesday and Wesieyan
TX
- Mills is a shoo-in for Trinity's Hall of Fame.'
on Friday.
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with

THE NATIONAL
FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY
Business Adminhfrations
and
Liberal Arts Majors
For

Field Representatives
and
Underwriters

A Company Representative will he
6n Campus for interviews FRIDAY,
MARCH 2, 1HZ
An opportunity for you to explore a future with one of the
largest groups of insurance companies. Formal «M<f on-fhe Job
training. Excellent benefits and opportunities fw advancement.

Review our literature o« file «f the ^cement

SEE YOU MARCH 2nd?

